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Collection Development and Sustainability at the University of South Florida

by Merilyn Burke (Reference Librarian, University of South Florida Tampa Library. 4202 E. Fowler Avenue, Lib 112E, University of South Florida. Tampa, FL 33620; Phone: 813-974-4561) <msburke@usf.edu>

http://guides.lib.usf.edu/profile.php?uid=13018

Sustainability, while relatively new as a collection development area, is not lacking in titles for selection. The University of South Florida (USF) recently created a new hybrid academic unit: the School of Global Sustainability. This is an interdisciplinary unit that is quickly becoming the norm not only in the USF campus but across the country. The concept of interdisciplinary studies can, and does, present a challenge to the collection development librarian.

In the case at the University of South Florida, and I am sure at other locations, the School of Global Sustainability has pulled faculty from the natural and social sciences, engineering, business, the humanities, the arts, education, and health. With this kind of mix, collection development can end up covering the LC range from A to Z. Global warming, environmental issues such as the recent oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, greenhouse gases, and alternative energy sources have made these programs front and center for educational institutions. With these initiatives, plus the creation of an off-campus Office of Sustainability, the collection must support not only the curriculum but the projects that the sustainability office initiates.

In my collection development (CD) role, anthropology was already part of my assignment, and when the School of Global Sustainability was announced as a new program, I requested that sustainability be given to me as an area of interest. Having been a student of anthropology, I was assigned this new program. As background, the anthropology department at my university is an applied anthropology department and has a diverse collection development profile; thus sustainability was not a stretch. In fact, I did not need to radically change my profile in our WorldCat Selection profile since I was covering a large range of material with anthropology.

The challenges in selecting materials for sustainability have to do with the diverse topics that are covered under the school’s newest program. Since the program is a master’s level program, materials must reflect the level of the students. Using tools like WorldCat Selection and Gobi, to which our library subscribes, is helpful in listing the level of the materials available through those services. In addition, I review Choice on a monthly basis, and yes, I go through the entire collection with a few exceptions because the reviews list the level of the materials, which aid in my selection process. Another useful tool is the Best of Reference published in the Library Journal, which is published yearly and covers a broad spectrum of topics. It is important to look at as many relevant subject areas as possible since sustainability is interdisciplinary, and to bypass an area might mean missing an important resource.

In addition to using these sources, I need to know what is being taught — this goes for all of my collection development subjects.
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At the beginning of each semester, I go to the program’s Website to see what current courses are being taught. For example, this semester, the Masters in Global Sustainability will include public health issues, green infrastructure for sustainable communities, economic and management issues that affect sustainability in developed and developing nations, and water-related issues. The diversity of topics can be a challenge, although the anthropology collection-development assignment has also covered a large portion of these topics in the past, so the addition of the new assignment has not been as difficult as it might have been. I work within the framework of the courses taught, relevancy to courses, and the needs and interests of both the faculty and the students since collection development cannot work well without the outreach of the CD librarian to his or her constituencies. In addition to the immediate needs, I look to the future: what will be next on the horizon for sustainability? In the case of sustainability, it means reaching past the library walls and keeping up with local, national, and world news, because it seems that the daily news can impact the direction of sustainability.

**WorldCat Analysis as an Option**

As the CD librarian for applied anthropology and now sustainability, I discovered that while traditional topics were covered quite well in the **WorldCat Analysis Program**, interdisciplinary topics did not fare well at all. When there is an interdisciplinary area with wide-ranging subject matter, it is difficult to almost impossible to assess the collection with this tool. This tool works better with specific subject areas; it only causes confusion with areas that cover a large range of topics like interdisciplinary subjects do. Sustainability is one of those subject areas that cover such a wide range of issues that I was able to select a few areas, but I was not able to get as good a grasp in **WorldCat Analysis** for comparison as I would have preferred. The environment may be covered, but when dealing with environment as a part of global health, the information is not sufficient enough.

**So How Do I Measure, Compare, and Select?**

One of my methods is to gather information concerning sustainability; this includes checking other libraries’ holdings, including ones that have **LibGuides** for sustainability, checking such sources as **Choice and Google Scholar–Books** with a myriad of topics including sustainability, water resources, and other terms that are inherent in the field. I look at the courses being taught at my institution to see the direction of the program and to make sure I am aware of any new course being offered. And I communicate with my faculty because each one of them comes with a personal agenda of what they want to teach and what tools they consider important. Each faculty member who teaches a course has a goal in mind for his or her students. Sending that professor a choice of titles in his or her area allows me to see what they select. Their selections and their rejections help me develop a profile and purchase materials that are more appropriate for their classes.

While the creation of a library guide does not appear to be a tool for selection, it can help in the process of evaluation and review of materials that have been selected. I try to involve the faculty and students in the specific programs to review the **LibGuide**, to send me titles that they feel are important — including media materials, book titles, journals and Websites. The inclusion of students and faculty can provide insight into the direction that the collection should be going. In addition, the creation of such a guide forces one to organize the concepts of sustainability and to identify the main principles that are the basis of sustainability as a subject area. The basic concepts that have to be considered include the welfare of society, the interdependence of human economies and natural ecosystems, with an emphasis of human impact upon these systems; and the availability of resources and their preservation and use — sustainable development and the transition to achieve sustainability.

While there is no one simple way to select materials for sustainability, there are tools that will help the collection development librarian make the appropriate choices. Tools such as **Choice**, **Library Journal**, **WorldCat Selection**, and the journals with book reviews that cover the topics involving sustainability and the environment are all useful in this multidisciplinary subject. In addition, involvement with the faculty — making sure their needs are met and the materials reflect the courses being offered — is critical. Review the literature, see what is out there, and keep current.

Merilyn Burke has worked as a Collection Development Librarian at Syracuse University, a Serials Librarian at the University of Connecticut Health Sciences Library in Farmington, Connecticut, and as an Access Services Librarian at the University of South Florida. Currently she is a Reference Librarian doing collection development for Sustainability, Anthropology, Africana Studies, and Religious Studies. In addition, she is responsible for copyright issues for the library.
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Resources

**Choice**: Current reviews for Academic Libraries

**Library Journal**: Best of 2009 Reference (yearly)

**Resources for the School of Global Sustainability** (my sustainability guide): [http://guides.lib.usf.edu/sustainability](http://guides.lib.usf.edu/sustainability)